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| 2 min read This unique, lightweight, certified trainer is ideal for any pilot looking for something fun to do in their spare time.
It's not a sport plane, but it sure is one heck of a fun way to get your sport flying legs back in shape after that pesky vacation.
And it's a dream to have your own Cessna T303 replica in the airport hangar. Get ready to fly your own fun! "Like the Cessna
T303, and the Cessna 172, the T303 in both Canada and the US has the distinction of being a world-class trainer, with the US
certifying it as an Airline Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL) trainer, a Top Gun designation, and the Canadian equivalent. The
similarity is the immense popularity and demand for the world's best trainer." "The T303 has become one of the world's most
popular homebuilt trainers, and its sleek style, high performance and unmatched low hours-per-aircraft make it a very
economical homebuilt if you are careful about pilot selection and frugal with maintenance." "The original flying clubs and
associations in Canada and the United States were the origin of homebuilt aviation in both countries, and the T303 model
aeroplane continues in this tradition, building momentum and creating homebuilders who are active and positive participants in
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homebuilt aviation. The T303 has sold over 3000 aircraft worldwide." "After a long time in inventory the T303 model aeroplane
is now being offered by the World Famous Aviation Supplies Inc. in the US." "Even though the T303 was developed by the
Cessna Aircraft Company in the early 1960s, it was a homebuilder's first choice of trainer for a very long time. Prior to the
T303, Cessna had sold a small number of Cessna 150s and some Piper Cherokees for commercial pilot training. The Cessna
T303 was the first time that Cessna put their training airplane into the public eye, though the Cessna 150 and T303 never hit the
market at the same time." "The first T303s were built by David A. Griffin and were similar to the plans he sold in the 1960s.
Those who built the first T303s have been keeping in touch since the late 1960s and the T303 community is the largest
homebuilt training community in North America today. Original T303s are plentiful, and you can buy an original 82157476af
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